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Authentic technology-
supported learning activities
Dr Jan Herrington
Faculty of Education
University of Wollongong, AustraliaAny sufficiently advanced
technology is
indistinguishable from magic
Arthur C ClarkeJohn Sculley
Chief Executive of Apple Computer in 1988
“Teachers and students will
command a rich learning
environment that, had you
described it to me when I was
at school, would have seemed
entirely magical …John Sculley
Chief Executive of Apple Computer in 1988
… Imagine a screen
that can display in
vivid colour the inner
workings of a cell, the
births and deaths of
stars, the clashes of
armies, and the
triumphs of art.John Sculley
Chief Executive of Apple Computer in 1988
… And then imagine
that you have access to
all of this and more by
exerting little more
effort than simply
asking for it to appear.
It seems like magic,
even today!”Not just magic!
Reflects a
pedagogical
view of
learning from
computersLearning WITH technology
We can use
pedagogical
models (such as
authentic
learning) to guide
the creation of
successful
learning
environmentsAuthentic learning
What is it?
What is it not?9 elements of authentic learning
• Authentic context
• Authentic activity
• Expert performances
• Multiple perspectives
• Collaboration
• Reflection
• Articulation
• Coaching and scaffolding
• Authentic assessment
(Herrington & 
Oliver,  2000)Authentic context
Authentic task
Expert performance
Multiple views
Collaboration
Articulation
Reflection
Scaffolding
Authentic assessment
Authentic context
Authentic context
A physical or virtual
environment that
reflects the way the
knowledge will be used
in real-lifeAuthentic context
• The context needs to
provide the purpose and
motivation for learning
• Ideas can be explored at
length
• A design to preserve the
complexity of the real-life
setting
• Not sufficient to simply
provide suitable examples
from real-world situations
to illustrate the concept or
issue being taughtAuthentic context
Web resources
(and excursion)
Technology tool
Year 10
Subject area
Target students
Geography:
Research action
planSydney Olympic Park
• Best known as site of
2000 Olympics
• Sporting venueBiodiversity and resource
conservation
• Endangered species
• Sustainability
• Conservation of
energyContext for data collection
Setting the
context
AnimationAuthentic context
Authentic task
Expert performance
Multiple views
Collaboration
Articulation
Reflection
Scaffolding
Authentic assessment
Tasks and activities
that have real-world
relevance
Authentic tasks
Authentic tasksAuthentic tasks
• Design activities that
have clear goals and
real-world relevance
• Activities which require
production of
knowledge rather than
reproduction
• Activities which are
complex and ill-defined
• Completed over a
longer periodAuthentic tasks
Online discussion
forums/email
Technology tool
Upper high
school
Subject area
Target students
Italian languageAuthentic tasks
Plan a 5 day trip
to Italy
• Students use discussion
forums to converse in
Italian with students in
a school in Italy
• Enquire about:
– sights to see,
– food,
– transport,
– currency,
– customs and lifestyle
• Create itineraryAuthentic context
Authentic task
Expert performance
Multiple views
Collaboration
Articulation
Reflection
Scaffolding
Authentic assessment
Access to expert
thinking and the
modelling of
processes
Expert performance
Expert performanceExpert performances
• Access to the way an
expert would think and
act
• Access to learners in
various levels of
expertise
• Opportunities for the
sharing of narratives
and storiesExpert performance
Podcasts and
vodcasts
Technology tool
Upper high
school
Subject area
Target students
Business studiesExpert performance
Business
managers and
leaders as guest
speakers (e.g.,
time management)
Talks can be
recorded and
podcast
Follow up
discussion on
forumAuthentic context
Authentic task
Expert performance
Multiple views
Collaboration
Articulation
Reflection
Scaffolding
Authentic assessment
Different perspectives
from different points of
view
Multiple perspectives
Multiple perspectivesMultiple perspectives
• Not just a single
perspective - such as a
textbook
• Sufficiently rich learning
environment to sustain
repeated examination
• Different points of viewMultiple perspectives
Digital libraries
Technology tool
Upper
elementary
Subject area
Target students
Science: The
planetsMultiple perspectives
Digital
libraries
provide
collections of
hundreds of
valuable
online
resources
More useful
for education
than a simple
Google search
Could humans live on Mars?Multiple perspectivesMultiple perspectives
Digital library: StoryAuthentic context
Authentic task
Expert performance
Multiple views
Collaboration
Articulation
Reflection
Scaffolding
Authentic assessment
Joint problem
solving and social
support
Collaboration
CollaborationCollaboration
• Teams or pairs
rather than
individuals
• Collaboration
encouraged through
technology
(discussion, chats,
debates, wikis)
• Tasks addressed to
groups, not
individualsCollaboration
Presentation
software,
podcasts
Technology tool
Upper
elementary
Subject area
Target students
WritingCreate a talking book
• Students work in
pairs or small groups
• Create a story for
younger students
• Take photographs,
draw and scan
pictures to illustrate
their book, create
animations,
• Record audio for the
story voiceoverAuthentic context
Authentic task
Expert performance
Multiple views
Collaboration
Articulation
Reflection
Scaffolding
Authentic assessment
Opportunities for
students to speak
about their growing
understanding
Articulation
ArticulationArticulation
• Problems that need to be
discussed
• Presentations to class
• Public presentation of
argument to enable
defence of position and
ideasArticulation
Digital video camera
and iMovie
Technology tool
Lower high
school
Subject area
Target students
Science/
      GeographyThe role of articulation
• ‘Thought
undergoes many
changes as it
turns into speech.
It does not merely
find expression in
speech; it finds
reality and form’
(Vygotsky)Articulation
Students create a film to
teach other students a
scientific concept, including:
– Diagrams
– Interviews
– Music,
– Animations etc.
In order to explain it to
others they must
understand it and be able to
articulate the concepts
• What causes the
phases of the moon?
• What causes the
seasons?
• What is evaporation?
• How do you read a
weather map?Authentic context
Authentic task
Expert performance
Multiple views
Collaboration
Articulation
Reflection
Scaffolding
Authentic assessment
Opportunity to think
about, reflect and
make choices
Reflection
ReflectionReflection in action
• The facility for students to move
around their learning environment and
to act upon reflection
• Not quiet and solitary - can be a two-
way process
• Non-linear
organisation of
learning environment
• Opportunities to
make choicesReflection on action
Blog site or
word
processing
Technology tool
All
Subject area
Target students
Multi-disciplinaryAuthentic context
Authentic task
Expert performance
Multiple views
Collaboration
Articulation
Reflection
Scaffolding
Authentic assessment
Support provided to
the learner by the
teacher and others in
the learning
environment
Scaffolding and coaching
ScaffoldingCoaching and scaffolding
• No attempt to ‘transmit’
knowledge
• Teacher’s role is
supporting rather than
didactic
• Collaboration where
more able partners can
assistScaffolding
Tracking mode in
Microsoft Word
Technology tool
Lower
elementary
Subject area
Target students
WritingScaffolding
Student
writing
sampleScaffolding
Tracked
document
Teacher
feedback/
support
using
tracking
modeAuthentic context
Authentic task
Expert performance
Multiple views
Collaboration
Articulation
Reflection
Scaffolding
Authentic assessment
Assessment is
integrated with the
task rather than
separate testing
Authentic assessment
Authentic assessmentAuthentic assessment
• Seamless integration of
assessment and task
• Opportunities to enable
students to craft
polished performances
• Significant student
time and effort in
collaboration with
othersAuthentic assessment
Online
portfolio
Technology tool
Upper primary,
secondary
Subject area
Target students
Multi-disciplinaryAuthentic assessment
• Student web
portfolio
• Web space for
uploading a
range of
products such
as:
– Video
– Sounds
– Writing
– ImagesRole of technologies in these
examples
• As rationale and context
• For information
• For scaffolding
• As cognitive tools
Technology in the hands of the student
(rather than the teacher)!David Jonassen:
‘Students cannot use [cognitive]
tools without thinking deeply
about the content that they are
learning, 
and second, if they
choose to use these
tools to help them
learn, the tools will
facilitate the learning
process’Checklist for design
    Authentic context
    Authentic activity
    Expert performances
    Multiple perspectives
    Collaboration
    Reflection
    Articulation
    Coaching and scaffolding
    Authentic assessment
Using
technology
as
cognitive
toolsThank you!
Downloadable papers, links to
sites and resources
www.uow.edu.au/~janh/cebu/
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